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Hello all my thanks again to Colin Willets for the photos and blurb on Sunday’s meeting.
My son, who lives with me, had a positive COVID test just before Christmas so was
isolating himself in his room. So I decided it was probably a little unfair for me to take
the risk of passing it on to all you old fogies, although the Lateral Flow tests I was doing
were all showing as negative. Now to the meeting:
Ian wished everyone a Happy New Year and introduced Andy as the morning’s
demonstrator.
Andy’s demonstration was to turn some pencil pots using multi centred techniques, but
with a twist!
He had previously marked out some blanks for 3 sided and 4 sided pots (see additional
notes below for ideas on marking out) it is essential to number the ‘centres’ each end to
avoid problems (note that the numbering is clockwise on one end and anticlockwise on
the other) and have the true centre marked as well.

He first mounted the 3 sided blank between Steb centres. To provide the twist one end
is on centre 1 and the other on centre 2 for the first side, subsequent sides are 2 to 3 and
3 to 1.
Before starting the lathe ensure that everything is locked, the speed in turned down and
the tool rest is clear as the blank will be well out of balance. A heavy, variable speed
lathe is preferable as the speed can be gradually increased until vibrations get too much
and then backed off slightly.

Andy used a 1¼ inch spindle roughing gouge to do the turning as it has plenty of weight
to cope with the intermittent cutting. He stopped several times to move the tool rest in
as the wood was removed and noted he was watching the shadow of the cut on the top
of the blank to keep a level outline. With the first side complete he moved to centres 2 to
3 for the second side. At this point while showing the outline and changing for the last
side he managed to reverse the piece and things went wrong so this one was abandoned
for possible rescue at home.

Fortunately Andy had another blank ready, with 4 sides marked, this time things went
smoothly and he soon had it turned with a twist on all 4 sides. Andy explained that the
finish from the roughing gouge is not very smooth but as it is not possible to sand with
the lathe running and he did not think the club would be very interested if he spent the
rest of the morning hand sanding it would be done at home later.

Andy now mounted it between the true centres and turned a spigot on the end which
was to be the bottom with a groove at the base to suit the Axminster ‘C’ jaws he was
going to use. Mounted in the chuck he used a 40mm Forstner bit to drill a hole about 3½
inches deep, explaining that if any deeper then shorter pencils would just disappear
inside. He then used a Simon Hope 6mm hollowing tool (sorry no picture) to enlarge the
hole with the cutter trailing by about 45 degrees, stopping to check the wall thickness as
this is not possible with the lathe turning.

This tool leaves a rough surface inside so he smoothed it with a very heavy duty scraper
again from Simon Hope.
This time as it was a negative rake cutter it was held horizontal on centre and flat on the
tool rest.

He finished turning by cleaning off the last of the Steb centre marks from the top and
cutting a groove where it would be parted off when sanding was complete.
Andy explained he would finish it at home and while the inside could be sanded with the
lathe running the outside had to be hand sanded although this was easier if it was still
mounted in the chuck on the lathe.

Turning finished, waiting sanding.

A couple of pictures sent by Andy of the finished articles.

Some YouTube video’s on the subject
Multi Axis Goblet - Barbara Dill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JK1EvP_NCI0
Robbie the woodturner
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65UxU2eNBcg
Keith Greenfield
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rl8uj_zngNc&t=377s

Some notes on marking out for multi centre turning from a club
member some years ago.
I cannot give them credit as I cannot remember whose they were

Show and tell table

Dave Newson

Ray Thompson

NEXT MONTH:
Hands on Morning- Grinding morning- several different styles of machines each doing the
same job, with small lathes to try your newly ground tools.
Competition: Goblet, (carried over from 2020). Hand turned throughout. Stem length (from
bottom of bowl to top of foot). Beginner – 50mm (2”), intermediate – 100mm (4”),
advanced – 150mm (6”), these are minimum lengths.

